




Not So Long Ago... 
 

ictorian times seem such a long time ago, don’t they?  Or... do they?  As I put together this issue, I 
was struck again and again, not with thoughts of “Oh, how quaint,” or “Wasn’t it amazing/ 
wonderful/ ridiculous what they did back in the old days?” but with an overwhelming sense of 

familiarity and connection. 
 It started with the May-pole in the article on May Queens.  The picture of the young folks gathered 
around the May-pole brought back memories!  Not of Victorian times, certainly—I may be a dinosaur 
in many respects but I’m not a time-traveler—but of a past that isn’t so distant as all that. 
 You see, I only missed the May-pole by two years... 
 In our grammar school in Berkeley, California, May-Day dances were a long-standing tradition.  In 
April, each class would decide what sort of dance to perform.  In 2nd grade, we chose a Native 
American dance (multiculturalism was a big part of the celebration.)  To make our costumes, each 
student brought in a pillowcase, which we fringed and painted brown to look like buckskin (sort of) and 
then adorned with colorful Native American symbols (sort of).  In the 3rd or 4th grade, we danced a 
Czardas—or rather, the rest of my class did, because I’m pretty sure that’s the year I tripped and 
skinned my knee about 10 minutes before the dance was due to begin. 
 But the highlight each year was the 6th-grade performance of the May-pole dance.  After all the rest 
of the classes had put on their show, the 6th-graders streamed onto the playground in gorgeous costumes 
and performed the traditional May-pole dance, braiding the long ribbons in a pattern around the pole 
and then unbraiding them again.  How I looked forward to being part of that!  But it wasn’t to be; the 
next year brought desegregation and busing, and sent us all off to different schools where no such 
traditions existed.  No doubt the tradition died at the old school as well, given that it no longer had a 6th 
grade to perform it! 
 Looking at the pictures of the young folks gathered around their May-pole in 19th-century Cheshire, 
I don’t feel as if I’m looking across a vast gulf of time.  I feel as if I’m looking across the playground of 
my own childhood—at a picture that at one time I expected would be my own future! 
 My next sense of connection came upon reading E. Nesbit’s account of her encounter with some 
French mummies—mummies that were nothing like those that she knew from the British Museum!  I 
felt like doing a fist-pump and shouting, “I know what you mean!”  My own mummy encounter 
occurred when I was three or four years old, visiting the museum at Mesa Verde—where I came face to 
face (literally) with the shriveled figure of a woman buried centuries before and unearthed from the 
ruins. I’m sure Nesbit never forgot her mummy encounter; I know I’ve never forgotten mine!  (And, of 
course, I’ve also seen her “friendly,” well wrapped mummies at the British Museum as well...) 
 And what reader who has ever had a pet could fail to “connect” with the story of “Our Friend, the 
Fox-Terrier”?  This tale reminds us that the Victorian period wasn’t all starch, stuffiness and stiff upper 
lips.  Grief—including grief over a beloved pet—was very much a part of Victorian lives, and it’s nice 
to know that Victorians accepted (perhaps even more than some of us do today) that the loss of a pet is 
indeed a loss of a loved one.  
 Much about the Victorian period seems strange, unfamiliar, or even downright bizarre to those of us 
raised in the 20th century (and we can only imagine how it will look to those raised in the 21st).  But 
articles like these remind us of how many things we share.  It’s pleasant to imagine that, if I were to 
have the chance to have tea with E. Nesbit (what a delightful thought!), we’d have something in 
common to talk about! 
 

—Moira Allen, Editor 
editors@victorianvoices.net 
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